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This is a no reserve absentee bidding sale.  The estimates are a guideline only.  Send in your bids anytime.  Deadline is 
12.00 noon on auction day. The highest offer wins.  If identical bids are received on the same item, the first one in is 
the winner with one increment added to clear the bid.  I’ll invoice you the day after the sale. Postage and handling is 

extra. I accept bidding instructions for multiple bids, maximum bids or bids on alternative lots. 

I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine 
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1

1 Pre-war Norris A1 17 ½” dovetailed steel panel plane with rosewood infill. Minor marks on 
sides, minor mild pitting marks on sole. Comes with an early Norris cutter that is marked Sorby in  

front and Norris London at the back. There is around 1 ½ “ left under the slot.  Excellent 
rosewood, free of chips or cracks.  G+ $ 800-1,500 

2    Very attractive 20 ½ “ cast iron  jointer with rosewood and mahogany infill, closed 
handle and wedge. No maker’s mark. Minor age marks on body, fine rosewood handle 
and wedge. Good parallel cutter, maker’s mark removed. G+ $ 450-900 

2 

2    
handle and wedge. No maker’s mark. Minor age marks on body, fine rosewood handle 
and wedge. Good parallel cutter, maker’s mark removed. G+ $ 450

3 

3     A close to fine dovetailed steel Mathieson smoother 
with rosewood infill and a mahogany handle. I suspect 
this is a custom added alteration to a coffin smoother 
but given the added chamfers and the even patina this 
must have been done very early on. Fitted with a 2 ¼ “ 
tapered Mathieson iron. G+ $ 400-700  

 

A close to fine dovetailed steel Mathieson smoother 
with rosewood infill and a mahogany handle. I suspect 
this is a custom added alteration to a coffin smoother 

his 
Fitted with a 2 ¼ “ 

4 

4    An early European cooper’s croze 
with ornate carving on fence and dated 
1837. Minor age related cracks. A very 
attractive, small sized plane  6” x 8” x 5” 
G $ 80-150 

5 

 

6 

6    Pre-war Norris A5 dovetailed steel 
smoother with rosewood infill and 
closed handle. Some very minor 
rust/pitting marks to sides and sole. 
Beautifully grained rosewood, free of 
chips or cracks. Original Norris cutter 
is worn low, otherwise G+ $ 600-1,200 5      Very rare fishing rod maker’s trap (plane). 

This hinged tool is used to round and taper 
fishing rods by running it up and down while 
applying varying pressure with the handles. 11” 
long with a 2” Mathieson cutter. G $ 100-200 

7  Very early European mortise chisel with 18th century 
decorations. 1 3/8” cut, overall length is 11”. G & 70-140 

8 
8  Gunmetal smoother with brass 
lever cap and stained mahogany 
infill. 7 ¼ “ long with a 2” parallel 
cutter. G $ 80-150 

 

decorations. 1 3/8” cut, overall length is 11”. G & 70 140

infill. 7 ¼ “ long with a 2” parallel infill. 7 ¼ “ long with a 2” parallel 
cutter. G $ 80

 7  Very early European mortise chisel with 18th century 

cutter. G $ 80-150
7 



 

You have read my tool catalogues for well over 20 years, now it’s time to read my story! Well, 
mostly my story. Never let the truth get in the way of a good yarn. This is my recollection of 

growing up in the 60s in a 600-year-old hotel on the shores of Lake Zurich. 
Janine and I edited and printed a once only first edition of 100 copies and you can buy it for

$ 15-00 with your tool purchase or $ 19.50 if sent separately. 
 

All copies are numbered and signed and there won’t be any more – unless a publisher picks it 
up. The perfect present for you, your mum, your partner or your kids.  It took me thirty years to 

finally write this story down. It’s not just my story, it’s the story of all of us coming of age. 

 

Literary Picks on June 17, 2015 : 
 

A delightful and heart-warming novel 
 

Hans Brunner’s coming-of-age novel, “Hotel Lionheart,” is a deliciously rich read filled with the nostalgia of youth 
carried by a truly authentic voice. Our hero, Felix, navigates the choppy waters to adulthood, allowing his alter ego 

“Lionheart” to step in when things get too dire and he must be brave. His family takes on the management of a large 
hotel, giving Felix and his brother Lukas many opportunities to get into mischief. In the Hotel Lionheart, however, even 
the adults are up to some mischief and as a result, by the end, Felix has become a strong young man with no need for 

an alter ego. He can stand on his own. 
 

Brunner’s ability to narrate the boys’ adventures with emotional subtlety makes “Hotel Lionheart” an intelligent read 
with understated drama and plenty of humour. It’s always amusing to look back on youth with a sense of 

bemusement, and Brunner delivers warm and soft chuckles throughout. Nothing is overwrought in this tightly and 
intricately written book. 

 
I highly recommend this book to lovers of literary fiction and coming-of-age novels. It’s a lovely long read filled with 

great moments, subtle drama, youthful insight, and humorous notes. 
 

perfect bound 6”  x 9”  254 pages 



 

 

 
10      Early European pot saw with brass bar and elegant 
finials to adjusting mechanism. Used to adjust heat on pots & 
kettles in open fireplaces. This is a relatively small example 
with a range of 20” – 26”. G $ 100-200 

9  Very rare 18th century French compass with ornate 
decorations to the points. The two legs fold into one for storage. 
Punch mark on side is not legible.  24” long. G $ 300-500 

9 

10 

 

 

13   Osborne 4 ½ “ leather knife. Some discolouration and 
rust but overall G $ 25-50 
14   Four leatherworking tools with beech handles – two 
with ebonised finish. G $ 20-30

  

13 

11 

12 

11  Scarce French saddler’s  
stitch marker, ebony, brass and 
steel with 4 extra wheels in 
hollow brass end. 10 ½ “ long. 
Maker’s mark is Blanchard 
(Paris) G+ 80-150 
 

12     Very early wooden compass with 
wing nut adjuster and beautifully turned 
legs. Some minor old woodworm marks 
and other minor blemishes from at least 
200 years of use.  19” long. G $ 120-250 14 250

 

200 years of use.  19” long. G $ 120200 years of use.  19” long. G $ 120200 years of use.  19” long. G $ 120-250

15 

15 Dixon leatherworker’s plough, steel and brass, complete with 
cutter, fence and rosewood handle. G $ 70-140 

  

16 (3) 17 18 (4) 

16   Three early tools. 12” pruning saw with stylised 
animal head; a small and very collectable  6” Lancashire 
pattern hacksaw and a 10” double calliper with 
beautifully decorated handle. G $ 50-100 

17  16” stonemason’s iron pump drill with simple chuck for square 
shanked drill bits.  Probably 18th century. G 50-100
18   Early European pattern 9” hacksaw; a  well made 4 ½ “ x 14”  
wooden framed fret saw; an elegant pistol gripped 12” compass 
saw and a 19’ hardwood fid. No maker’s marks. G/G+ $ 30-50 

 

 

saw and a 19’ hardwood fid. No maker’s marks. G/G+ $ 30

 
19 (4) 20 (3) 

21 (3) 19   Good lot of machinist’s tools, all 
marked Mathieson. Includes two thread 
chasers not pictured. G+ $ 40-70 

20  Lot of 3 dividers, all marked 
Mathieson. 4” – 13”  G  $15-30 
21 Lot of three Mathieson outside 
callipers, in G+ condition. $ 30-50 

12” 

12” 

6” 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

22 23

23  Spiers 13 ½” dovetailed steel panel 
plane with rosewood infill and closed 
rosewood handle. Outstanding wood 
on this plane. Steel sides have some 
mild rust/pitting spots, a bit more on 
the sole but all less than 1 mm deep. 
Fitted with a worn Ward parallel iron. 
A little effort will make this plane F $ 
400 -800 

22  Spiers 13 ½ “ dovetailed steel panel 
plane with rosewood infill. Handle spur 

shortened. Low English cutter.  
Sides and sole cleaned.  

G $ 300 - 600 

24 25

24    Spiers steel smoother with mahogany 
infill and open handle. Fitted with a 
tapered Mathieson  iron. 7” base.  Clean 
plane. G+ $ 200 - 300 

25  Spiers dovetailed steel smoothing plane with 
rosewood infill and handle. Well disguised hairline 
crack in handle and filled spot on front bun from old 
strike button. Mathieson cutter with custom added 
lateral adjustment knob to back iron. G $ 200-300 

26 27 

28

26   Buck malleable iron coffin smoother, 
6 ¾ “ x 2 3/8” with rosewood infill and a 
very good Ward parallel cutter. Little 
used tool. G+/F 250-450 

27  Gunmetal shoulder plane, 8” x 1 
3/8” with steel sole. Ward cutter. No 
maker’s mark. G+ $ 120-250 
 

28  Very nice and early Buck dovetailed 
steel coffin smoother with rosewood 
infill. Minor scratch or hairline crack to 
front bun. Very clean plane. Sorby 
parallel cutter. G+ $ 250-450 
 

 

29 
30 

ker’s mark. G+ $ 120 front bun. Very clean plane. Sorby 

 

ker’s mark. G+ $ 120-250 front bun. Very clean plane. Sorby 
parallel cutter. G+ $ 250-450

32 

31

32  Norris A5 post-war smoothing plane 
with low Norris cutter. Lateral adjuster 
probably is a replacement. Good user 
plane, just re-bit the cutter. G $ 250-450 
33  Small 10” Dutch brace with fixed bit. 
$20-30 
34  10” dovetailed steel mitre plane with 
ok mouth, mahogany infill and wedge.  No 
maker’s mark. Cutter is from a panel 
plane. G $ 100-200 

29  Barton Sheffield brace, beech 
with brass plates and button 
chuck. Crack in head and on 
shoulder.  G- $ 60-120 
30  No frills pod brace with large 
head. Lacks ferrule on chuck and 
there is no pod in it. G- $ 40-80 

31  Very early pod brace with 
small head and one pod. Date 
1794 scratched in two places. 
G+ $ 100-200 

war smoothing plane 
with low Norris cutter. Lateral adjuster 
probably is a replacement. Good user 

 

33

34 



 

 
 

 

35 (3) 

36 

35    Lot of three Mathieson rosewood torpedo levels 21A, 21C, 21M  
2 x 9” and one 12” long. One plumb vial dry. G/G+ $ 20-40

37 

38 

39 

40 

 

 

 

 
 

38 Mathieson 14C 10” ebony level with 
brass feet and ornate brass decorations. 
Rounded edge, slightly buckled top plate 
and a nick on the r/h front. Still G $ 70-
140 
39  A similar lot in very good condition 
with just a few minor nicks along the top 
edge. G+ $ 80-150 
40  Mathieson 92C 10” ebony and brass 
level with brass feet. Minuscule nicks 
along bottom edge. G+ 70-120 

41  Mathieson 7C  8” ebony level with 
brass feet. One 2” crack from front port 
to the left. G- $ 30-40 

42 Mathieson 90C  11” rosewood level 
with brass feet. Top plate with custom 
added decorations and owner’s marks. 
G $ 30-60 
43 Mathieson 7C S.P. 10” level with 
brass slide vial protector.  Rosewood 
with brass feet. G $ 40-80 

37 Mathieson 14D 12” ebony 
level with brass sole and ornate 
brass decorations. VG apart 
from one missing sliver of wood 
on the far l/h side. G $ 100-200 
 

36 

37 

38

39 

40 

36  Excellent Mathieson No 21C presentation 
torpedo level with walnut infill. 9 ½ “ long, a 
very unusual size! G+  $ 30-60

 

 

 

 

 

41 

42

43 

44 (2) 

45 (3) 
44    A miniature slide rule in leather 
case. 4 ¾ “, marked Sum Hemmi 
(Japan) plus an unmarked 6” ebony 
parallel rule. G $ 10-20 

45 Three Mathieson 70 A,B,C mahogany levels, sizes 18”, 24”, 30” . Two replaced 
vials, all with plumb vials. G-/G $ 30-40 

46 (3) 

46  Three Mathieson 2A & C mahogany levels, 8”, 9” & 
12”. One vial replaced. Fr/G  $ 20-30 

vials, all with plumb vials. G /G $ 30 40

 

47 
47  Ebony mortise gauge 
with brass fittings marked 
Mathieson. One minor 
hairline crack on stem, 
several neat owner’s
marks. G+ $ 40-80 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

48 

48 Mathieson No 10 plough plane with brass stems. 
Finials on the stem ends are new additions. I suspect 
there was a repair done to the brass part of the fence as 
well (painted black). There is one repaired crack in the 
body. Overall still G $ 400 - 800 

49 Outstanding Mathieson 7 
sash filletster in close to mint 
condition. Two neat owner’s 
marks. F  $ 150 - 300 

49 

50 

50   Mathieson 11 bridle plough with 
ebony stems and boxwood end stem 
wedges. The plane body is not 
marked Mathieson. The markings on 
the toe are S.&A.D. Mech Lab under 
a crown. The bridle is marked 
Mathieson, Glasgow. No model 
number on heel. G+ $ 500 - 1,000 

51 

51   Very little used Mathieson 5B plough 
plane  with boxwood stem wedges and 
protruding skate front. A few very minor 
scratches but still F $ 60-120 

52 

52  Mathieson 4 sash filletster 
plane with boxwood stem 
wedges. Brisbane dealer mark 
of Muller Bros on toe. Sides a 
bit overcleaned. $ 30-50 

53 

53  Rare Mathieson 14 bridle sash filletster 
with ebony stems and boxwood end stem 
wedges. Some pitting marks on steel bridle, 
very minor discolouration to wood. This 
plane is pre 1880 and has no number 
marking on the heel. G+ $ 600-1,200 

54   Mathieson 10 sash filletster plane 
with beech stem wedges and dovetailed 
boxwood sole. One stem wedge 
damaged. Plane has been cleaned, could 
do with some wax or oil to make it G+ $ 
80-150 

54 

55 

55 Mathieson No 8 sash filletster 
plane with boxwood stems and 
nuts and dovetailed boxwood sole. 
Very minor damage to one arm 
otherwise G+ $ 80-150 56   Mathieson 7B screw-stem plough plane 

with boxwood stems and nuts. Several neat 
owner’s marks on heel and toe. Good 
patina, no chips or cracks. G $ 70-150 

56 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

64 This is the earliest Mathieson sash filletster I’ve ever come 
across. Unfortunately this plane has been overcleaned and lost 
the patina that should match the age. Fr $ 20-40 

57 

57   Early Mathieson plough plane with Mathieson Glasgow mark. 
Features an extra thumb screw to set the depth stop – a feature 
used again in some of the later top range planes. Replaced stem 
wedges. G  $ 30-60 

58  Mathieson No 2 plough plane. 
“Economy” model with wooden depth 
stop and simple ferrules as end stem 
covers (two are damaged from hammer 
blows). G $ 20-40 

58 

59   Mathieson No 4 plough plane in very 
good original condition. Both stem 
wedges damaged, otherwise G+ $ 30-50 

60   Mathieson No 12 sash filletster plane 
with dovetailed boxwood sole, boxwood 
stems, nuts and nicker wedge. Replaced 
cutter wedge. G+ $ 150-250 
 

61   Mathieson No 9 plough plane with 
boxwood stems and nuts. Minor 
bruising marks to main wedge. Little 
used tool. G+ $ 150-250 
 

59 

60 

61 

63  Mathieson 7 plough plane with boxwood stems and 
nuts. ¾” spot of thread damage to one stem, otherwise a 
very good plane. G $ 70-120 

 

$ 150

Mathieson 7 plough plane with boxwood stems and Mathieson 7 plough plane with boxwood stems and Mathieson 7 plough plane with boxwood stems and 
 

62 62   Scarce double sided Mathieson No 17 
filletster plane with boxwood stem – and 
nicker wedges and dovetailed boxwood sole.  
Little used tool with crisp edges. F $ 250-500 

63 

64 This is the earliest Mathieson sash 
 

64 

64A 64A  Mathieson 8B plough plane 
with protruding skate front and 
closed handle. Wedges replaced, 
rest original and G+ $ 70-120 

65 

65   Mathieson 11 sash filletster plane with boxed sole 
insert, boxwood stems and nuts. Both stems have 1 and 
1 ¼ “ of thread damage at the inner end. Plane has been 
cleaned. G $ 70-150 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

66 66  Outstanding Mathieson 5 sash filletster 
with boxwood stem – and nicker wedges. 
Crisp edges, perfect patina. Just a few minor 
nicks from handling – I’m pretty sure this 
plane hasn’t done a day’s work. F $ 150-250 
 

68 Mathieson 9 sash filletster plane.  All 
wedges are replacements. The boxwood 
wear strip has been secured with extra 
screws through the side. Few nicks and 
minor cracks. Cleaned. G- $ 60-100 

67  Mathieson 6 sash filletster 
plane. Boxwood stem wedges, 
nicker- and cutter wedges are 
replacements. Nice patina. 
Cleaned. G+ $ 50-100 

67 

68 

69 

69   Mathieson 9B plough plane with protruding 
skate front.  Some bruising to cutter wedge, one 
of the inner boxwood nuts looks like a 
replacement.  Minor age cracks. Good stems. G 
$ 80-150 

70 

71 

70  Mathieson 3 sash filletster plane. 
Economy model in very good, original 
condition. G+ $ 30-50 

71   Mathieson 8 plough plane with 
closed handle. Replaced wedges. 
Cleaned. Minor age cracks. G $ 60-
100 

Mathieson 3 sash filletster plane. 
Economy model in very good, original 

7171
closed handle. Replaced wedges. 
Cleaned. Minor age cracks. G $ 60
100

 

72 

72   Very rare Mathieson 25 moving 
filletster with closed handle. 
Dovetailed boxwood sole and 
boxwood nicker wedge. Nicker is 
missing.  Very hard to find plane. 
G+ $ 100-200 
 

 

 

 

73 

74 

76 

75 

73 Early Mathieson moving filletster plane 
with dovetailed boxwood sole and 
boxwood nicker wedge. Cleaned. G $ 40-80 
74 Mathieson No 22 moving filletster with 
boxwood sole insert and boxwood nicker 
wedge. Nice patina. G+ $ 50-100 
75 Mathieson No 20 moving filletster with 
external brass depth stop. Boxwood nicker 
wedge. Little used plane in very good, 
original condition. G+ $ 30-70 

76   Mathieson No 21 moving filletster with 
external brass depth stop and boxwood 
insert to side and sole. Minor nicks from age 
and use. Nice patina. G+ $ 30-70 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

77 
78 79 

77 Rare Mathieson shouldering plane with 
brass side and nicker with boxwood wedge. 7” 
long. Little used. Listed as No 841 in early 
Mathieson catalogues. (often sold as dovetail 
planes) F $ 50-90 

78 Rare pair of Mathieson double iron 
sash moulders marked 1 & 2 on toe. 
Early Edinburgh mark. G+ $ 100-200 
 

sash moulders marked 1 & 2 on toe. sash moulders marked 1 & 2 on toe. 79   Another rare pair of Mathieson 
double iron sash moulders. Hardly 
used. Marked 1 & 2 on heel, also 
marked 5/8 and No 192. F $ 150-250 

80 81 

82 

80  Massive 3” wide double iron ogee with 
Mathieson Glasgow mark. One wedge is a 
replacement. G $ 60-120 

81 Mathieson double iron ogee and bead. 2 7/8” wide. Marked 
108 and ¾ on heel. A few minor dings. G+ $ 60-120 
82 Mathieson double iron ogee (cornice plane) 2 3/8“ wide. 
Edinburgh mark. G $ 40-80 

 

replacement. G $ 60-120

 

replacement. G $ 60 120

83 

83 Complex Mathieson astragal with 
reverse ogee. Marked No 174 5/8 on heel. 
Plane is 2 ¼ “ wide. G+  $ 50-100 

84 

84 Early Mathieson double iron moulder with custom altered  (sash) profile. G 
$ 60-120 

 

Early Mathieson double iron moulder with custoEarly Mathieson double iron moulder with custom altered  (sash) profile. G m altered  (sash) profile. G 

86 Mathieson glass check plane in 
G+ condition. G+ 40-70 

87 Mathieson ovolo and astragal. 
Plane is 2 ¾” wide. G+ $ 40-70 

88 Pair of Mathieson 1&2 sash planes No 404 
5/8. Cleaned. G $20-40 
89  A similar lot marked 534 ½ G $ 20-40 

90  Early Mathieson grooving plane 
with wide fence and internal depth 
stop. 7” x 2 ¾”. G+ $ 30-70 
 

85  Pair of matched Mathieson sash planes 
marked 1 and 2 , 5/8 No 178 on heel. 
Owner’s mark on toe.  F  $ 40-70 

86 

85 

87 

88 

89 
90 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

95 6 ½ “ Mathieson screwdriver 
with re-finished boxwood handle. 
G+ $10-20 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

91 

92 
93 

91 Two Mathieson Gothic shaves , 
both with Mathieson cutters. Marked 
5/8 & ¾.  G $ 20-40 

 

9393 94 

92 Mathieson ebony and brass mortise gauge. Both 
pins good. G+ $ 30-60
93  Little used Mathieson rosewood mortise gauge. 
Most of the original finish is intact. F $ 30-60 

 

94  Wagon brace & Scotch brace, 
both marked Mathieson. 

G $ 40-60 
 

95 
96 

96 Outstanding 9 ½ “ Mathieson spokeshave in little 
used condition. F $ 20-40 
97 Assorted lot of turnscrews and screwdrivers. Three 
are marked Mathieson. G $ 20-40 

97 (5) 

98 
100 

98 Good lot of brace bits, all marked 
Mathieson. G+  $ 15-30 

99 
100  Good lot of 5 gouges and two 
chisels, all Mathieson. Two with 
decal on handle. G+ 60-120 

101 

99  Mathieson 14” brass-back tenon saw 
with very good markings on back and 
handle. Minor rust spots. G+ $ 30-50

101 Mathieson 10” brass-back 
dovetail. Moderate rust/pitting on 
blade, good handle. G $ 30-50 

102 (2) 

102  Two Mathieson steel-back saws. 12” tenon 
with pitting G- and clean 10” dovetail with very 
mild pitting spots. G+ $ 20-30 

103  5” gents saw marked 
Mathieson. Few minor rust spots 
show up worse in pic. G+ $ 30-50 

103 

104 Clean Mathieson 20” panel saw 
with excellent Liverpool mark on blade 
and Glasgow mark on handle. Very 
collectable saw. G+ $ 50-100 

104 

105  Mathieson 26” 6TPI hand saw with very good handle. 
Blade is actually very clean, apart from a few marks to the 
front. Marked Mathieson on blade G $ 20-30 

105 

show up worse in pic. G+ $ 30

 

 

front. Marked Mathieson on blade G $ 20-30

 

front. Marked Mathieson on blade G $ 20

105A 106 

105A  Mathieson 770C grooving plane with 3 cutters in 
box. G+ $ 50-100 
106 Another Mathieson 770C with three cutters in box 
without label. G+ 40-80 

107 108 

109 110 111 

107 Set of  No 1-8 Mathieson plough plane cutters. All G+ $ 30-60
108  Lot of 8 (not a set) mixed makers plough plane cutters. G $ 10-20 
109  Set of No 1-8 Mathieson plough plane cutters. All G+ $ 30-50 

110 Set of Mathieson No 1-8 cutters in canvas bag. Flattened tops, 
probably custom made for easier adjustment. G+ $ 30-60 

111  Set of 8 plough plane cutters marked P. Law. Early. G+ $ 20-40 



 

 

   

116   Very rare 18th century small coachmaker’s plough plane by S. 
Tomkinson, listed in Goodman with a date of around 1779, probably a 
Birmingham maker – also there was a recent suggestion that Tomkinson 
actually worked in London. This plane is only 7” long.  Note the short skate 
to facilitate curved work. Simple yet elegant construction with sloping 
shoulders to fence arms. Very nice patina fitting the age. From the dawn 
of plough plane making.  Two good repairs to arms. G $ 200-400 

 

117  Very early and attractive 
European pruning saw with a 
thick 12” blade. Overall length is 
20 ½ “. G- $ 30-60 

 

 

of plough plane making.  Two good repairs to arms. G $ 200-400

117 Very early and attractive 
 

of plough plane making.  Two good repairs to arms. G $ 200 400

112 113 114 115 

112  VG 18th century round 
by Gabriel. G+ 20-40 

113  VG 18th century bead 
by Madox. G+ 20-40 

 

114   VG 18th torus bead  
by Sym.  G+ 20-40 
 

115 VG 18th century 
round by Teal. G+ 20-40 
 

116 

117 

 

 

118 

20 ½ “. G $ 30 60
118 Early European cooper’s adze 
with traditional tree of life and other 
decorations. Good for age. $ 40-80 

119 

120 

119  Small 5/16 pint Kendrick cast iron glue pot. 3” tall, 
4” diameter. Scarce size. G+ $ 30-60 
120  A similar 3” copper glue pot without maker’s 
mark. Looks used but cleaned a while ago. G $ 20-40 

122 
123 

116 

mark. Looks used but cleaned a while ago. G $ 20

 

121  Early 5 ½ “ French drawknife with boxwood handles and elegant arrow 
decorations. Some pitting marks. $ 50-80 

122   8” Race knife / timber scribe marked Bercy Lebrecht. G $ 40-80 

123  6 ½ “ race knife with brass/wood handle. G $ 40-80 

124 Massive crown moulder by Hoffmann 
Edinburgh with custom added handle. No 
wonder! How else could you push this 3 ½” 
wide monster? G+ $ 70-120 

124 

 

123  6 ½ “ race knife with brass/wood handle. G $ 40

Massive crown moulder by Hoffmann Massive crown moulder by Hoffmann 
Edinburgh with custom added handle. No 
wonder! How else could you push this 3 ½”

 

123  6 ½ “ race knife with brass/wood handle. G $ 40

Massive crown moulder by Hoffmann 
Edinburgh with custom added handle. No 

”

 

125 Lot of 5 sash templates including 
one named Mathieson. G+ $20-40 

125 

126 127 

121 

126  Very rare and early round by Nelson 
(first mark pre 1750) 10” long with 
cabinet pitch plus another early plane, 
shortened to 9 ¾ “ which erased the 
maker’s mark.  Both G+ 30-60 

127 18th c. sash moulder by Mutter 
plus a round by Chance & Son. Both 
G+ $ 30-50 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

128 
129 

128  H. B. Rouse & Co Chicago Pat May 
22, 1900 Letterpress led, slug and rule 
cutter 14” x 14”x10” G. $ 40-80 
129  Stanley (Marsh paten)t mitre cutter 
with 24” x 4” base and 4” blades. Marked 
Made in USA No 210 on handle. Lost the 
maker’s plaque from the original wooden 
base. G $ 70-150 

130 131 

132 

131  Rogers Mitre Planer by Langdon Mitre Box Co, 
Millers Falls Mass . Pat Sept 19, 1882. Retains some 
of the original finish – green and red. $ 400-800 

133 English treadle fretsaw The 
Gem made by Hobbies. 850mm 
x 650mm x 380mm. 
In working order. G $ 70-150 

130 Scarce Hutchens patent mitre planer on 
wooden stand. 810mm x 610mm x 420mm. I 
imported one of these monsters twenty years 
ago from England and paid about a thousand 
dollars for shipping and clearing! I have never 
seen another for sale down under. One lever 
cap screw is a replacement. G $700-1,400   

132 early and large cast iron mitre 
trimmer on wooden stand. I can’t see a 
maker’s mark. The Cutters are over 7 
inches long. Comes on wooden stand, 
overall measures 840mm x 830 mm x 
370 mm. G $ 200-400 

133

134  Barn drill or beam drill, looks 
complete and in working order. I can’t 
find a maker but it could be there under 
the old grease and rust.  750mm x 
630mm x 190 mm. G $ 70-150 

134 

135

136 

135 A comprehensive selection of vintage 
cooper’s tools. Cleaned and ready for display. 
G $ 150-300 
136  Cooper’s jointer, 5’ 6” long with a 3 ¼ “ 
Mathieson cutter on a 20” wooden A frame. 
Hardwood and weighs a ton. Some wear but 
this might have been made for display rather 
than use – even though it could be put to 
work. Don’t make me ship it! G $ 60-120 

 

two more lots for the heavy and bulky page: 
137  Record 53 vice for woodworkers. Looks unused. F 
$ 80-150 
138 Two Marples MFC 153 flooring jacks/clamps. Joist 
capacity: 38 to 89 mm. Includes custom made, longer 
stainless steel handles. Both F $ 150-300 

137 

work. Don’t make me ship it! G $ 60 120

138 (2) 

maker’s mark. The Cutters are over 7 
inches long. Comes on wooden stand, inches long. Comes on wooden stand, 
overall measures 840mm x 830 mm x 

drill or beam drill, looks 
complete and in working order. I can’t 
find a maker but it could be there under 
the old grease and rust.  750mm x 

150

 

inches long. Comes on wooden stand, inches long. Comes on wooden stand, 
overall measures 840mm x 830 mm x 

drill or beam drill, looks 
complete and in working order. I can’t 
find a maker but it could be there under 
the old grease and rust.  750mm x 

150
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145    A.A. Wood & Sons Co. Hollow 
Auger for ¼ “ – 1 ¼ “ cuts. Complete 
with depth stop. Minor surface rust. 
G+ $ 40-80 
 

 

G+ $ 40-80

 

139 Two Rabone levels. 24” wood G+  plus 12” steel level with 
replaced vials. G  $ 15-25 

139 (2) 

 

with with 

 

 

$ 15
140 German quality moving filletster 
with lignum vitae sole and two brass 
fences. Marked Ulmia. G $ 40-80 fences. Marked Ulmia. G $ 40

140 

141 (3) 

142 

141  Mathieson 7 ½ “ T-bevel and a 
Mathieson 6” square plus another 
4 ½ “ unmarked square. G+ $ 20-30 

142 American window sash 
plane with boxwood stems 
and nuts. Bruising to wedges 
and a few cracks to side and 
sole. G- $ 30-60 
 

143 (2) 

143 Pair of Marples draw pins with boxwood handles. 
17” long.  F $ 30-50  
144  7” French shoemaker’s hammer with short 
handle. Top of straps missing. Some markings, not 
sure if owner or maker. G $ 30-50 

144 

145 

  

 

 

146 (3) 
147 

146  Scarce set of 3 wrenches by 
Palmer & Sons, Birmingham, 
England, Regd. April 16, 1886. All G 
or G+ $ 40-80 

147  Most unusual 12” wrench with 3 ½ “ 
calliper jaws. Trademark pictured below, 
some more markings on top. G $ 30-60 

22” 

14” 

10” 

                      148  Millers Falls No 97 
breast drill in little used condition. 
G+ $ 20-40 

148 

 

 

149 

149 Hedge trimmer marked Goode Halftime 
made in England. 24” overall length. Handle with 
old fix. G $ 20-40 

150-153 

150-153  Good Eclipse made 
in England saw set with copy 
of instructions. G $ 5-10 each 
154  Eclipse saw set in box 
with paperwork. G+ $10-20 154  

 

 

155  Brass torch 3x3x4” with Dept. of Defence 
markings Kempthorne, Aus 1943. Nice patina. 
G $ 20-40 

155 

156 (3) 

156  I’ve seen some large putty knives but 
these ones take the cake... reportedly used 
by printers – I would have guessed kitchen. 
One is marked Henry Berry & Co. G $ 20-30 
 

15” blade 

10” 

12” 

157 Custom made recent trunk 
filled with a good range of old 
plumbers tools. G $ 50-100 157 

One is marked Henry Berry & Co. G $ 20-30

 

One is marked Henry Berry & Co. G $ 20

158 (4) 

158 Three marking/mortise gauges by Disston, Stanley 62 beech and 
unmarked rosewood plus a scarce Stanley 3” SW square. G/G+ $ 30-60 

159 (3) 

159   Good set of 3 custom made 15” coachmaker’s beech 
routers, all with matching owner’s marks. G $ 30-50 

147 



 

 

 
 

160

161 
162 (4) 

160  Disston Patent 1910 bench mounted saw vice 
with 12” jaws.  G+ $ 40-80 

161   Sargent No 153 adjustable saw vice with 10 ¾ “ jaws in very good 
condition. G+ $ 30-60 
162   Very good selection of 4 different nail pullers from 22” to 14” G  
$ 50-80 

 

 

 

 

$ 50
163 Two coach braces, one AECO Australia, other 
T. Newby & Sons. G $ 20-30 
164 Three Spofford type braces. G $ 20-30 

163 (2) 

164 (3) 

165 (2) 166 (2) 

167 

168 

169 

167  A 14 ½” cooper’s jigger with 2 ½ “ cutter 
by Greaves. G+ $ 40-80 
168  A 15 ¼” cooper’s jigger with a 3 ¼” 
cutter by Mathieson $ 40-80 
169 A curved German type inshave by Boker. 
G+ $ 30-50 

165   A 12” curved wide bladed 
drawknife by Gilpin and a 9” straight 
drawknife by Ward. Both G+ $ 40-70 

166   A 10” curved wide bladed draw -
knife by Greaves and a 10 “ hollow 
back US drawknife  by Sargent. Both G 
$ 40-70 
 

170 

171 

170  Massive Barton chamfering knife, 17” 
with a 6 ½ “ cutting edge. G+ $ 40-80 

172 Four 11” wooden spokeshaves 
including a custom made adjustable 
model. G $ 10-15 

172 (4) 

 

model. G $ 10 15

 

173  Jeweller’s piercing saw, a long 
(hoof) paring tool, a Mathieson keyhole 
saw and a Stillman’s patent 1848 saw 
set, all G+ $ 30-50 

175 Later model Armstrong 
shaper. 11” long. G $ 30-70 

174 Saw shaper/swage Patent 106410 “Elect”. 18” 
fully extended. G $ 50-100 

173 (4) 

 

with a 6 ½ “ cutting edge. G+ $ 40 80
171   12” drawknife by Pexto mad in USA. G $ 20-40

174 

175

176  Armstrong  Portland, Oregon  No 1 
Shaper. 15” fully extended. G $ 40-80 

set, all G+ $ 30set, all G+ $ 30-50

 

 
  

176 

 

177  Good lot of shipwright’s tools including 
mallets and caulking irons, most of them 
named. G $ 200-400 

177 178 

179 

180 

178 Apple peeler marked Reading Hardware Pat May 5, 1868 9”x7”x5” in 
working order. G $ 60-120
179  9” apple peeler by Goodell Co, USA. In working order. G $ 50-100 
180 Hollow Auger with depth stop marked Hargrave. G $ 30-60 



 

 

 

 

 

  

190   Stanley 7C with 3 patents to 1910 in 
bed. Good wood, most japanning intact. 
Matching T logo cutter. G+ $ 100-200 

194  Stanley 70 box scraper with SW cutter. Minor hairline crack in handle. G $ 20-40 
195  Stanley 55 curved spokeshave with SW cutter. Most japanning intact. G+ $ 20-40  

Stanley 7C with 3 patents to 1910 in 
 

 
 

 

 

181 
181  Stanley 92 butt & rabbet gauge, rosewood and 
brass, complete with rub block and scribe. Marked 
Stanley. Several owner’s marks. G+ $ 30-70 

182 

182  Stanley 46 skewed plough plane 
with a boxed set of 10 cutters. 
Complete with depth stop and slitter 
gauge. G+ $ 120-250 

183 

183  Stanley 41 Millers Patent plough plane 
with normal fence, wrap around fence plus 
filletster bed. Comes with filletster cutter, 
slitter plus 8 cutters in custom made wooden 
box.  Plane has been re-finished with a very 
good paint job. G+ $ 500-1,000  

184 

184  Stanley 41 Millers Patent plough 
plane with two fences but no 
filletster bed. Base of handle is 
chipped.  Comes with one cutter, 
slitter and slitter gauge from a 45. 
Two brass screws on the outer fence 
are from another vintage plane.  
G $ 250-450

188 

188  Stanley 280 butt mortiser. Looks 
complete and in working order. 19” overall 
length. G $ 40-80 

185 

185  Marples 44 small plough plane in 
box with 7 out of 8 cutters, both sets of 
rods and depth stop. G+ $ 40-80 

186 

186  Stanley 45 combination plane SW USA vintage in 
original box with 20 cutters plus slitter and all the 
parts. Minor dirt and paint spots. G+ $ 100-200 
187  Two pairs of Stanley SW logo hinges, 3 ½” & 5”. It 
is often forgotten that Stanley actually started out as 
a hinge manufacturer! G+ $ 10-20 

187

189 

189 Sargent 1080PR 
combination plane, 
similar to Stanley 45. 
Set of 22 cutters etc. 
in box. G+ $ 40-80 

190 

191 Stanley 8C jointer plane made in USA 
with very good rosewood and full cutter. 
Most japanning is intact. Lever cap is from 
an earlier model. G+ $ 150-250 

191 

192 

192 Record 044 plough 
plane in box with 8 
cutters. G+ $ 50-100 

193 

193  Stanley 10 ¼ carriage maker’s 
rebate plane with tilting knob and 
handle. Handle is a crude replacement, 
the cutter is worn to ¼”. Pat 05 &10 in 
bed. Approximately 80% japanning is 
intact, both spurs are present. Add 
cutter and rosewood handle to make it 
G+ $ 150-250 

194 

Stanley 70 box scraper with SW cutter. Minor hairline crack in handle. G $ 20
195 

196 

196  Bedrock 608C with 
round side and blank lever 
cap. Pat 95 in bed, Pat 92 
cutter.  Good rosewood. Lost 
most of the japanning. 
Ready for a new paint job 
and another life. Fr $ 80-150 



  

215 Carter C10 scrub plane with 95% original finish 
intact. F $ 40-80 
216  Carter C 1 rebate plane with full cutter. Some 
wear to wood. G $ 40-80 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

scrub plane with 95% original finish 

 

 

 

209 Stanley 104 Liberty Bell smoother. Good wood. 
Refinished with repainted lever cap. G $ 30-60 
210 Stanley 104 Liberty Bell smoother. Repainted cap, 
replaced handle. G $ 30-60  replaced handle. G $ 30 60 

 

197 198 
199 

197  Stanley 40 scrub plane with 
SW cutter. Japanning inside VG. 
Handle needs replacing. G $ 40-80 

198  Gage 4 smoother. Age 
cracks in wood, handle is a 
replacement. Fr $ 20-40 

199  Stanley 8 jointer plane. Good wood, low 
cutter. Approximately half of the japanning is 
intact. Large owner’s mark on side. G- $ 70-120 
 

201  Stanley 1 smooth plane. Enlarged mouth, wrong front knob, some 
pitting on cutter, otherwise not a bad plane at all. Fr $ 200-400 200  Stanley 55 combination plane. 

Basic unit without auxi tower but a 
good set of 51 out of 52 cutters. 
Perfect user tool. G $ 150-250 

200 201 
201 

202    Rare Stanley 78W weatherstrip 
plane with correct Stanley made 
runner, secured by a knurled screw in 
the base of what is otherwise a 
normal 78 body. Comes with fence 
but no depth stop. G+ $ 150-250 

202 
203 (2) 

203  Stanley 53 spokeshave with SW 
cutter and a Mathieson 5/8 ovolo 
shave. G $ 20-30 

204 

204 Stanley A6 aluminium fore plane with rosewood 
handle and knob. Some loss of nickel plating to lever 
cap, otherwise F $ 150-250 

205 206 207 208 

205-207  Record 4 smooth plane. No apologies. G+ $ 20-40 each 
208   Record 4 ½ SS smooth plane with cracked handle. Good 
lever cap, iron and back iron for parts! G $ 20-30 

209 210 211 

211 Stanley 104 Liberty Bell 
smoother. Half of the original 
finish is intact. G $ 30-60 
 

212 (3)

212  Three Preston shaves, ovolo, 
chamfer and rebate, all with 
Preston cutters. G $ 50-100 

213 
214 

215 
intact. F $ 40
216
wear 

 

215 

213  Carter 07 jointer plane. Re-finished 
wood, good cutter. G $ 60-120 
214   Carter 06 fore plane with Stanley 
cutter and rosewood Stanley handle. Re-
finished bed. G $ 40-80 

216 



 

 

 

 

217 

218 

219 220 

221 

222 

217 Bung borer, 13 ½ “ with wooden handle. G $ 30-50 
218  12” Slaters roofing hammer marked Seabold, Bangor PA. G $ 40-80 

219  13” Roofing hammer marked made in England with hickory handle. G $ 40-80 
220  11 ½ “ Slaters roofing hammer marked Belden Machine Co, USA. G $ 40-80 

221  Slaters ripper- hard to find named ones. This one is by Tyzack. 29” long. G $ 30-70 
222 Slaters ripper by Spear & Jackson. 28” long. G+ $ 30-70 

223 

 

 

223

 

 

 

  

 

225 

223 (2) 

226 (2) 

224 

227 (2) 228 

223  Lot of two wooden thumb planes, both with good 
cutters. 3 ¼ “ and 3” long. G+ $ 20-30 
224  Lot of eleven caulking irons in canvas bag. Some with 
maker’s marks. G $ 50-100 

226 (2) 227 (2)
225  Massive Ames 3” cornice plane. G+ $ 40-80 
226  Pair of matching T&G planes by J. Miller, marked 4 (1/2) on 
heel. G $ 20-40 
227  Pair of matching T&G planes by Mathieson. Marked 7/8 on 
heel. G $ 20-40 
228 Currie, Glasgow counter check plane. 2 3/8” wide. Some minor 
damage to side. G $ 20-40 
229 Mathieson 5/8 quarter round (door) plane. G+ $ 20-30 

229 

230 (11) 

230  Lot of 11 early moulding planes, various makers from the mid 
18th c. to the early 19th c. All of these planes have been severely 
cleaned i.e. they lack the patina to match the age. G- $ 80-150 

231 (13) 

231  Partial set of 13 Hollows & Rounds by 
Routledge. 2 HR, 4 H, 6 H, 8 HR, 10 HR, 
12H, 14 HR, 15H, 16R . All little used 
planes with crisp edges. F $ 150-300 

232 Lot of 15 sash moulders by various 
English makers. G/G+  $ 100-200 

232 (15) 

235 (26) 

233 (7) 234 (13) 

 
233  Lot of seven assorted 
Tongue and Groove planes by 
various English makers. G/G+ 
$ 30-60 
 
235  Lot of 26 assorted H&R 
(mostly R) by various English 
makers. G/G+ $ 150-300 

234  Good lot of 13 assorted 
beading planes by various 
English makers. G/G+ $ 70-150 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

236   Lot of 13 Mathieson Hollows 
and Rounds. The pair on the right has 
an interesting Mathieson script mark 
- probably an owner’s mark. G+ $ 80-
150 

 

236 (13) 

237 (11) 

238 (5) 
237  Lot of 7 Mathieson rebate planes plus four 
Mathieson T & G planes. G/G+ $ 40-70 

238  Lot of five Mathieson sash moulders 
including # 184 ½  186 5/8 534 ½, 404 5/8 
and 3/8. All G+  $ 40-70 
 
 
 
 

239 Mathieson Scotch brace 
with ebony head and brass 
cover. G+ $ 40-80 
240 Similar lot with cocobolo 
head. Some rust. G $ 30-60 

239 240 241 (6) 

241 Lot of 6 assorted Mathieson sash moulders. 
G/G+ $ 40-70 

242  Lot of eight assorted Mathieson beading 
planes. G+ $ 50-100
243  Lot of seven assorted Mathieson beading 
planes. G/G+ $ 40-80 

244  Lot of seven assorted Mathieson 
beading planes. G/G+ $ 40-80 
 

 

242 (8) 

243 (7) 

244 (7) 

246 (4) 

 248 249 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 248
248  Mathieson ¼” dado G $ 20-40 

249  Mathieson 3/8” dado G $ 20-40 
250  Mathieson 1 1/8” dado with wooden d/s G $ 20-40 

251 Mathieson ¾” dado with wooden d/s G $ 20-40 
252 Mathieson ¾” dado G $ 20-40 

253  Mathieson 7/8” dado G $ 20-40 
254 Mathieson l/h 3/8”  dado G $ 20-40 
255  Mathieson l/h ½“  dado G $ 20-40 

 
 
 
 
 

245  Mathieson drawer bottom plane with 
fence and one cutter. Partial decal on side. G+ 
$ 20-40 
246 Mathieson  22” jointer with decal, a 17” 
Mathieson jack, a 17” Mathieson badger with 
a stress crack on one side and a late model, 
unmarked 14 razee style jack with Mathieson 
cutter. All G or better. $ 50-100 
 

245 

247 

247  Mathieson Tongue and Groove plane with decal on side. This late model plane was fitted with an 
adjustable fence that actually held Australian patent 24039/35 lodged August 20, 1935.  Probably one 
of the last Mathieson inventions before the war and the collapse of the plane business.  G+ $40-80  



 

  
 

 

 256  You’re looking at $ 1,000 worth of top 
quality new stainless steel tools for “sterile 
and critical environment application”. Need 
them? Put in a bid. F 
 

257 Lot of three plough planes Mathieson 3 
G+; J. Miller G and  Hields with replaced 
wedges Fr. $ 30-80 

258  Lot of four Japanese 
marking & layout tools including 
a laminated marking knife plus a 
Starrett drill & wire gauge. All 
G+  $ 30-50 

256 (7) 

257 (3) 

258 (4) 

259  Elwell 1860s forged tools 
catalogue reprint. Dirt marks. Fr 
$ 20-40 

Starrett drill & wire gauge. All 
G+  $ 30

  
260 Diderot catalogue re- 
print. Dirt marks outside. G $ 
20-40  
 

261 Barlow’s Collector’s guide. 
Excellent book for beginners. 
Well used.  240 pages. Fr $ 20-40 
 

262 Blanchard’s Tool 
Guide. Third edition. 300 
pages.  G+ $ 20-40 
 

   
 

263 American Wooden Planes, 4th 
edition. Must have plane maker 
index. Dirt marks. G $ 30-60 
 

264  British Planemakers, 3rd 
edition. Minor dirt marks. G 
$ 50-100 
 

265  Salaman’s Dictionary 
of Woodworking Tools. 
Dirt marks. G $ 25-50 
 

266  Dutch Planes guide 
with English translation. 
Some dirt marks.  260 
pages. G $ 20-40 
 

    
267 The Forgotten Arts & 
Crafts. Hardcover, 380 pages. G 
$ 20-40 

268  By Shaker Hands. Simplicity, 
spirit and functionality of Shaker 
Furniture.  215 pages. Fr $ 20-40 
 

269 The Cooper and his 
Trade. 184 pages.  G+ 
$ 15-30 
 

270  Traditional Wood- 
land Crafts. 157 pages. G 
$ 15-30 
 

  

271 Lot of six reprints of 
early Stanley & Bailey 
catalogues. G $ 30-60 
 
272  Henry Disston 1876 
catalogue reprint.  86 pages. 
G+ $ 15-30 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 
264 

265 
266 

267 
268 

269 270 

271 (6) 
272 



 
  

 

 

 

 

273  Lot of 6 assorted tool publications. G $ 20-40 
274  Sargent 1911 catalogue reprint. 250 pages. G $ 15-30 
275  Norris Planes, 1914 catalogue reprint with extras. 40 pages. 
G $15-30 
276 Eric Sloane drawings of Early American Tools. 92 pages. G $ 15-30 

277  Assorted reprints and copies of reprints from 
the 1933 and 1899 Mathieson catalogues. G $ 20-40 
278  Four copies Classic Boat and six copies Wooden 
Boat magazines. G $ 10-20 
279  Fussell edge tools catalogue reprint with 
commentary. 80 pages. G $ 10-20 

273 (6) 274 
275 

276 

277 (3) 

278 
279 


